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NewsTrak Media Report 

San Diego Healthcare Bill Rally 07-26-2017 
  

 1.    KFMB-CBS  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 News 8 this Morning at 4:30 AM Jul 26 2017 04:30AM PT  

  

  

[4:31:30 AM] [2:40]  We have had our fair share of protests. Later today, San Diego for HEALTH CARE 
coverage, the AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, CANCER ACTION NETWORK all will be joined with a dozen 
other health advocate whose oppose any senate bill reducing health coverage, funding and access for 
millions. A GOP effort to repeal and replace obamacare failed by a vest 43-57 last night. The vote on the 
bill happened hours after they decided to start debate on HEALTH CARE. President trump has pushed for 
new legislation while Senator John McCain recently diagnosed with brain CANCER made a passionate 
plea calling it a "she will of shell of a bill. We are a step closer to deliberating our citizens from this 
obamacare night wear. We have been spinning our wheels on important issues because we are not 
getting help from across the aisle.  

  View    

  

  
 Nielsen Audience:  9,076     Ad Value:  $50     Calc Ad Value:  $267    
 Calc Publicity Value:  $800     Runtime:  2:40      
 

  
  

 2.    KFMB-CBS  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 NEWS 8 AT 5 AM Jul 26 2017 05:00AM PT  

  

  

[5:02:39 AM] [2:20] Gene kang is in Murphy canyon. Gene: more than a dozen health advocate groups 
gathering at 10:00 this morning at United Way building in Murphy canyon, a bipartisan group would say 
they are urging the senate not to pass a HEALTH CARE reform that would affect many in San Diego and 
millions of Americans. We have seen the number of local protests. Today, san diegans for HEALTH CARE 
coverage, the AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, CANCER ACTION NETWORK and the AMERICAN Heart 
Association and AMERICAN stroke association all are part of more than a dozen health groups saying 
they are against any senate bill that reduces health coverage, funding, for millions. The GOP effort to 
repeal and replace obamacare failed by a vote of 43-57 last night. That vote on the bill happened hours 
after they decided by a small margin to start debate own HEALTH CARE reform. We hear from both sides 
this morning. This is just the beginnings we are not here to spike the football. The local group of a dozen 
HEALTH CARE advocates? They say they do not want to see any type of legislation's through and they 
will fight this to the end in their own words. To want better coverage for those in San Diego.  

  View    

  

[5:31:27 AM] [2:35]  Gene kang has more on their concerns. Gene: good morning. A dozen HEALTH 
CARE groups will gather here at 10:00 this morning at the United Way building voicing concerns and 
urging the senate not to pass the bill that would affect many in San Diego as far as HEALTH CARE 
coverage. The group is speaking out because this would affect millions of Americans. We have seen a 
share of protests. Today, San Diego for HEALTH CARE coverage, the AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, 
CANCER ACTION NETWORK, are some of the groups here saying they oppose any senate bill that 
reduces HEALTH CARE reform, funding, and access for millions. A GOP effort to repeal and replace 
obamacare failed by a vote of 43-57. The vote happened hours after a narrow margin. President trump 
has been vocal pushing for new legislation while Senator John McCain, recently diagnosed with a brain 
CANCER, made a plea calling it and I quote, "a shell of a bill. We are a step closer to liberating our 
citizens from obamacare nightmare. We have been spinning our wheels because we are trying to find a 
way to win without help from cross the aisle. We are getting nothing done. On record, nine republicans 
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have gone against the bill's amendment and many versions of the bill will show up on the senate floor. 
22 million people would have lost HEALTH CARE coverage by 2026 in the legislation went through. Local 
press conference happening at 10:00 this morning, more than a dozen group and advocates are coming 
together with a unified voice for a better HEALTH CARE plan. And parents are sounding off on a sex 
education curriculum. Dan: some say the lesson plan is too much too soon.  

  View    
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 3.    KFMB-CBS  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 NEWS 8 AT 6 AM Jul 26 2017 06:00AM PT  

  

  

[6:02:00 AM] [2:15]  A meeting is underway this morning. Gene: yes. More than a dozen top local 
HEALTH CARE leaders and organizations made of bipartisan groups are coming together putting pressure 
on the senate. They will gather at 10:00 this morning at the United Way building in Murphy canyon. Had 
have been many local protests previously and AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, CANCER ACTION NETWORK 
and AMERICAN Heart Association, AMERICAN stroke association part of a dozen groups who say they 
are against any senate bill reducing health coverage, funding and access for millions of Americans. The 
GOP effort to repeal and replace obamacare failed by a vote of 43-57. That vote on the bill happened 
hours after they decided to start debate on HEALTH CARE. This morning, we heard from both sides of 
the aisle. This is the beginning. A vow to fight. Nine republicans spoke out again the bill's amendment 
and many versions of the bill are expected to hit the senate floor later this week. According to the 
congressional budget office, nonpartisan, 22 million more people with have lost HEALTH CARE come by 
2026 if the legislation passed. The news conference happening at 10:00 this morning, more than a dozen 
HEALTH CARE advocates say it is about protecting all in San Diego despite the political background. We 
will hear more from them coming up next. Sex education takes center stage in a heated San Diego 
unified board meeting.  

  View    

  

[6:31:05 AM] [2:35]  Gene: good morning. That is right. More than a dozen of our top HEALTH CARE 
organizations and committee leaders of a bipartisan group are gathering at 10:00. They are putting 
pressure on the senate to protect san diegans. You can see the video and we know there are many local 
protests in the past several weeks. This is something that many of us have seen. Today, san diegans for 
HEALTH CARE coverage, AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, CANCER ACTION NETWORK, and Susan g. komen 
all part of the group of a dozen HEALTH CARE advocates who often pose oppose any senate bill that 
defunds millions of Americans. After repeal and replace obamacare effort fayed last failed last night by a 
vote of 43-57, hours after they decided to start debate on HEALTH CARE. President trump has been 
vocal and pushing for new legislation while Senator John McCain recently diagnosed with brain CANCER 
made a passionate plea calling it and I quote, "a shell of a bill. We are now a step closer to liberating our 
citizens from this obamacare nightmare. We have been spinning whiling on important issues because we 
try to find a way to win without help from cross the aisle and getting nothing done. That is expected to 
get to the senate floor later this weekend. This not the end of the debate. The nonpartisan congressional 
budget office said 22 million people would have lost HEALTH CARE come by 2026 in the legislation 
passed. The local group made of the nonpartisan groups, they say they want all in San Diego to be 
protected no matter the political background. Nichelle: parents sound off on a sex education curriculum.  

  View    
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 Calc Publicity Value:  $8,700     Runtime:  4:50      
 

  
  

 4.    KFMB-CBS  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 NEWS 8 AT 11 AM Jul 26 2017 11:00AM PT  

  

  

[11:02:50 AM] [2:40]  Gene: they are just wrapping up. Murphy, and or that half a dozen groups say that 
it is time for change. They are putting pressure on the senate, because they say people's lives are at risk, 
and HEALTH CARE reform should not be a political game. All of the proposed changes are bad for 
people, bad for san diegans, bad for the economy, bad for HEALTH CARE. We know that $200 billion of 
the current HEALTH CARE budget is being used to course Senator demint is sporting ability cannot other 
senators into supporting the bill they could not otherwise support. The way this bill is working right now, 
I will not be able to get insurance, even though I have the money to pay for it, I will not be will to get 
insurance because I have had CANCER for 10 years. Dan: for the first time, more than one dozen 
community leaders and HEALTH CARE advocate groups met here, speaking out together. They include 
san diegans for HEALTH CARE coverage, Susan g. komen, CANCER ACTION NETWORK, and others. They 
are against any senate bill that reduces had killed HEALTH CARE fi coverage. The senate bill to replace 
repeal obamacare failed by a vote of 43-57 last night. Now we hear from both sides of the aisle. Nine 
republicans spoke out against that bill, and the amendment. In the meantime, president trump just 
tweeted "obamacare is torturing the AMERICAN people. Repeal, or repeal and replace. I have pen in 
hand.  

  View    

  

  
 Nielsen Audience:  45,665     Ad Value:  $250     Calc Ad Value:  $1,333    
 Calc Publicity Value:  $4,000     Runtime:  2:40      
 

  
  

 5.    KFMB2-CW  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 News 8 Morning Extra at 7 AM Jul 26 2017 07:00AM PT  

  

  

[7:01:20 AM] [2:40]  This is not anything that it occurs time san diegans for HEALTH CARE coverage and 
the AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY and the AMERICAN Heart Association as well as others will be part of 
that more than a dozen advocate groups who say they are against the senate bill that reduces health 
coverage. The GOP effort to repeal and replace obamacare failed by a vote of 43 57 just last night. The 
bill happened just hours after they decided by a small margin. To start debate on HEALTH CARE. This 
morning we hear from both sides of the aisle on this battle. This is just the beginning. According to the 
cbo they say that 22 million people would have lost HEALTH CARE coverage if this legislation and 
actually passed. I just spoke to the president and CEO of the Susan g. komen foundation. This is about 
not politics but really about HEALTH CARE coverage andthe AMERICAN right to be covered. More on 
that in about half an hour, back to you. This morning president trump says the United States will not 
allow or accept any transgender person to serve in the military.  

  View    

  

[7:30:55 AM] [3:05]  Gene kang is live. More than a dozen of those HEALTH-CARE advocate groups are 
gathering this morning. They are preparing for that news conference at 10:00 at the United Way building 
which starts at 10:00 in Murphy canyon. This is not about a game of politics. It has become political but 
really it's unprecedented that it's even political debate. Because HEALTH CARE is just like education, 
living in a free SOCIETY. It's one of our rights as people. Today san diegans will be part of more than a 
dozen HEALTH-CARE advocate groups who say they oppose any senate bill that reduces HEALTH CARE 
coverage funding and access for millions of Americans after a GOP effort to repeal and replace 
obamacare failed by a vote of 43 to 57 last. Night. That happened just hours after they finally decided to 
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start debates on HEALTH CARE by a narrow margin. President trump has pushed for new legislation 
while Senator John McCain recently diagnosed with brain CANCER has called it a shell of a bill with a 
passionate plea. We are one step closer to liberating our citizens from this obamacare nightmare. We 
have been spinning our wheels because we keep trying to find a way to win without help from across 
the aisle. Nine republicans so far have spoken out against the bill and many versions and nine republe 
spoken out against the revisionf the bill are expected to also hit the senate floor. The nonpartisan 
congressional budget office says 22 million people would have lost their HEALTH CARE coverage by the 
year 2026 if that legislation had gone through. Local nonpartisan groups coming together not only are 
they preparing but they say this message is one that really affects all san diegans who need universal 
HEALTH CARE and have pre-existing conditions. We will have live coverage coming up later today, back 
to you. Sounding off on the district's sex education program 

  View    
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 6.    KFMB2-CW  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 News 8 Morning Extra at 8 AM Jul 26 2017 08:00AM PT  

  

  

[8:02:37 AM] [2:20] The debate picks up back on Capitol Hill, dozens are urging senators not to pass the 
bill they are saying is bad. Good morning. In just a couple of hours more than a dozen HEALTHCARE 
advocate groups may a bipartisan community leaders will be coming together here at Murphy cannon at 
the United Way building. They are putting pressure on the senate this morning making sure that they 
pass a bill that affects san diegoens in a positive way. We have seen our fair their locally of many protests 
in recent weeks. Later today the san diegoens for HEALTHCARE coverage, the AMERICAN CANCER 
SOCIETY, CANCER ACTION NETWORK, and the AMERICAN Heart Association, AMERICAN stroke 
association will be part of more than a dozen HEALTHCARE advocate groups to say their against any 
senate bill that reduces health coverage, funding and assets for millions of Americans. The GOP effort 
failed by a vote of 43-57 last night. The vote on the bill happened just hours after they decided by a 
small margin to start debates on HEALTHCARE. This morning we hear from both sides of the bill. This is 
just the beginning. Reporter: the battle rages on, nine republicans spoke out against the bill's 
amendments and many versions of the bill are expected to hit the senate floor later this week. The 
nonpartisan congressional budget office is saying 22 million people would have lost their HEALTHCARE 
coverage by the year 2026 if that legislation indeed went through. Back out here in front of the United 
Way building all of those groups will be gathering here at 10:00 this morning and we're going to have 
much more coverage on that news conference and their message, they say despite their political 
background and bipartisan group, they are for better HEALTHCARE this. Morning back to you. All right.  

  View    
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 7.    KGTV-ABC  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 10 NEWS AT 11 AM Jul 26 2017 11:00AM PT  

  

  
[11:06:35 AM] [2:10]  This HEALTH CARE debate having an impact across the country and right here in 
San Diego. Kalyna has more on what health organizations here in San Diego want to see happen. 
Reporter: yes, for the first time, a local and community organizers gathered here to basically demand the 
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senate to reject the HEALTH CARE bill. We are talking big names like the AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, 
sioux an g kommen. Seniors for HEALTH CARE coverage that's just to name a few. The speakers that 
were here basically echoed each other. Saying they wanted Congress to create HEALTH CARE that helps 
patients rather than hurt them. Stressing that these organizations strongly believe that every single one 
of the proposed changes are bad for the people, bad for San Diego residents and bad for HEALTH CARE. I 
want to show you what you was out here. We had people that had these t shirts on that said "hello, my 
preexisting condition is " we saw CANCER, breast CANCER, hepatitis c there are posters like you see 
behind me, ill straiting what they believe the impact will be for people here in San Diego and across the 
us we actually. Spoke with a man named Rick nash who was diagnosed with hepatitis c at to years old at 
30 years old, he had to have a liver transplan. He is particularly concerned about the way this debate is 
going he wants Congress to focus on what is best for the United States as a whole.  

  View    

  

[11:35:51 AM] [1:40]  We reached out to the man emergency ant program, but have not heard back. 
More on what local HEALTH CARE advocates want to see happen. Reporter: for the first time, more than 
a dozen community organizers came here to basically come together and demand the senate reject the 
HEALTH CARE bill. Now, we were talking about big names like the AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, Susan g 
kommen. And that's just to name a few. The speakers that were here earlier basically all echoed each 
other, saying they want Congress to create HEALTH CARE that helps patients rather than hurt them. 
Referring to the current HEALTH CARE issue as exhostaging and confusing, but stressing that the 
organizations strongly believe that every one of the proposed changes are bad, bad for people, bad for 
San Diego residents and bad for HEALTH CARE. Rick nash, diagnosed with hepatitis c and a year ago at 
30, he had to have a liver transplant. He is directly impacted by the HEALTH CARE debate. He wants 
Congress to focus on what is best for the United States as a whole it keeps us as a good strong 
workforce. It means we are getting healthier.  

  View    

  

  
 Nielsen Audience:  13,422     Ad Value:  $275     Calc Ad Value:  $2,108    
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 8.    KGTV-ABC  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 10 NEWS AT 4 PM Jul 26 2017 04:00PM PT  

  

  

[4:08:50 PM] [1:45]  The HEALTH CARE debate having a major impact across the us including here in 
San Diego. Our 10 news reporter has more on what local HEALTH CARE advocates want to see happen. 
Reporter: for the first time more than a dozen community organizers came here to basically come 
together and demand the acceptate reject the HEALTH CARE senate reject the HEALTH CARE bill we 
were talking about the AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, Susan g komen and san diegans for HEALTH CARE 
covering and that's just. To name a few. Now the speakers that were here earlier basically all echoed 
each other saying they want Congress to create HEALTH CARE that helps patients rather than hur them 
referring to the current issue as exhausting and confusing but stressing the organizations strongly 
believe that every single one of the proposed changes are bad. For people, bad for san diegans and bad 
for HEALTH CARE. He spoke with a person who was diagnosed with hepatitis c who is Rick nash. And 
about a year ago at 30, he had to have a liver transplant.  
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 9.    KGTV-ABC  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 10 NEWS AT 6 PM Jul 26 2017 06:00PM PT  

  

  

[6:12:07 PM] [0:30]  What keeps us as good, strong work force and good people. Dozens of san diegans 
are sharing that sentiment about HEALTH CARE today. Rick nash who was diagnosed with hepatitis c as a 
child joined big names like the AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, and the Susan g. komen of San Diego in 
demanding coverage that helps patients rather than hurts them. And while they' mit the currencies tem 
is confusing, they say the currencies tem is the current system confusing the changes will cause people 
to die.  

  View    
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 10.    KNSD-NBC  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 KNSD News at 4:30 AM Jul 26 2017 04:30AM PT  

  

  

[4:38:59 AM] [0:25] Here's San Diego today are going to be holding abevent urging the senate to vote 
down any bill they think might hurt patient protectionors increase the cost of the HEALTHCARE. Some of 
the more know theable groups will be the AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, the Susan g. comen foundation, 
also the AMERICAN Heart Association. That event starts at 10:00 this morning at the United Way.  
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 11.    KNSD-NBC  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 MIDDAY NEWS Jul 26 2017 11:00AM PT  

  

  

[11:08:59 AM] [0:15] Here in San Diego today, various health organizations and community leaders held 
an event urging the senate to vote down any bill they think might hurt patients or make HEALTH CARE 
more expensive. Some of the more notable groups included the AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY and 
AMERICAN Heart Association.  

  View    

  

  
 Nielsen Audience:  12,055     Ad Value:  $240     Calc Ad Value:  $120    
 Calc Publicity Value:  $360     Runtime:  0:15      
 

  
  

 12.    KPBS  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 EVENING EDITION Jul 26 2017 06:30PM PT  

  

  

[6:34:27 PM] [1:05] A coalition a coalition of health organizations in San Diego held a rally to protest the 
attempt et repeal breast CANCER diagnosed early. And they could have got it diagnosed in stage number 
two, rather than stage IV, we could have cured them, we could have saved lives. There is a network of 17 
community HEALTHCARE organizations working together and they see efforts two/medicaid do not 
make any sense. There are 800,000 patients, patients, 200 million visits per year, in medicaid. They are 
all taken care of by medicaid.  

  View    

  

   Nielsen Audience:  6,341     Ad Value:  $550     Calc Ad Value:  $1,192    
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 Calc Publicity Value:  $3,575     Runtime:  1:05      
 

  
  

 13.    KSWB-FOX  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 FOX 5 NEWS AT 1 PM Jul 26 2017 01:00PM PT  

  

  

[1:05:17 PM] [2:15]  It's a very interesting discussion. We will continue to see reactions brought the day. 
Among yesterday's senate republicans and voted to start a third debate on repeat peeling or replacing 
President Obama is HEALTH CARE bill. Today more than a dozen local HEALTH CARE groups gather to 
voice their opposition. Seriousness and a lot of pre-existing condition of patients here that were beside 
themselves with this new xe8dattempt have every hit appeal of the ac a and were very nervous and are 
watching it every moment. Leaders representing the AMERICAN on the lead for in diabetes association 
and the list goes on and on. Shoulder to shoulder to say no to the skinny repeal of Obama care. Showing 
up to gathers unprecedented pair never happened before in the history of San Diego. In dishes see the 
level of crisis that were facing. At the news conference HEALTH CARE if the bill passes to the republican 
senate have grave consequences not just for the patients they treat up for themselves as well. I ask 
myself how did these people get elected to office? How can they both themselvestg and did not care 
about the people that they serve? My medications could become out of reach for me. They're still lead 
to confusion over what this repeal bill> will too. In the last 48 hours of these 13 HEALTH CARE providers 
agree it's not going to keep people safer. If the repeal is approved to take away is young people will pay a 
little less older and sicker people will pay more. If the repeal does go through these 13 medical 
association say this is just the beginning of the fight. And they said they're committed to their patients 
having solid HEALTH CARE. In fiscal year is just around the corner. You can help us stuff the blast with the 
backpacks and school supplies say 

  View    

  

  
 Nielsen Audience:  9,632     Ad Value:  $200     Calc Ad Value:  $900    
 Calc Publicity Value:  $2,700     Runtime:  2:15      
 

  
  

 14.    KSWB-FOX  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 FOX 5 NEWS AT 4 PM Jul 26 2017 04:00PM PT  

  

  

[4:05:45 PM] [2:10]  Meanwhile local obamacare without replacing it. Meanwhile there was a rally 
against the efforts to dismantle the affordable care act. Reporter: leaders representing the AMERICAN 
lung, heart, liver, pediatric and diabetes association and the list goes on and on stood shoulder to 
shoulder to say no to the skinny repeal of obamacare. Showing up together is unprecedented, never 
happened before in the history of San Diego and it shows you the level of crisis that we're tg facing. 
Reporter: at the news conference HEALTHCARE specialists say if this repeal bill passes through tuujhe 
republican senate, it will have grave consequences, not just for the patients they treat, but for 
themselves as well. Ill just asked myself how did I just asked myself how did these people get elected to 
office? How could they vote themselves a Cadillac insurance plan and not care about the people that 
they serve? Reporter: there is still a lot of confusion over exactly what this repeal bill will do, but in the 
last 48 hours these 13 HEALTHCARE providers agree it's not going to keep people safer. If a repeal is 
approved, the take-away is younger people will pay a little less, older o and sicker people paying more. 
It's honest to god terrifying because you don't my life is hanging in the balance.  

  View    

  

  
 Nielsen Audience:  13,097     Ad Value:  $200     Calc Ad Value:  $867    
 Calc Publicity Value:  $2,600     Runtime:  2:10      
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 15.    KSWB-FOX  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 FOX 5 NEWS AT 5 PM Jul 26 2017 05:00PM PT  

  

  

[5:31:02 PM] [2:00]  Local HEALTHCARE providers gathered on a rally to lead the fight against a bill. Our 
Jamie chambers was there. Leaders representing the AMERICAN lug, heart, liver and pediatric 
association and the list goes on and on stood shoulder to shoulder to say no. N>eever happened before 
in t history of San Diego and it shows you the level of crisis that we're facing. At the new pz conference 
HEALTHCARE specialists say if it passes it will have grave consequences not just to the patients they treat 
but themselves as well. I ask myself how did these people get elected to office? How could they vote 
themselvest Cadillac insurance plans and not care about the people they serve? There is a lot of 
confusion over exactly what this repeal bill will do. But in the last 48 hours these 13 HEALTHCARE 
providers agree it's not going to keep people safer. If appeal is repealedgljx( the takeaway is younger 
people will pay less and older and sicker people will pay more. It's honest to god terrifying. The 13 
separate associations that gathered here today say if the skinny repeal of the aca does move through the 
senate they'll begin to fight against that process and make sure they're patients have accessible 
HEALTHCARE. FOX5 news. There thank very much.  

  View    

  

  
 Nielsen Audience:  19,567     Ad Value:  $200     Calc Ad Value:  $800    
 Calc Publicity Value:  $2,400     Runtime:  2:00      
 

  
  

 16.    KSWB-FOX  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 FOX 5 NEWS AT 5 PM Jul 26 2017 05:00PM PT  

  

  

[6:10:20 PM] [2:00]  Skinny repeal is equal to full repeal. It's a trojan horse. In a Wednesday morning 
tweet president trump attacked Senator from Alaska who voted against the debate on HEALTH CARE 
reform on Tuesday. In San Diego local HEALTH CARE provide Earth gathered calling on California senators 
to lead the fight against the effort to dismantle the affordable care act. The list goes on and on. They 
stood shoulder to shoulder to stay no to the skinny repeal. Never happened before in the history and 
shows you the level of crisis that we're facing. At the news conference HEALTHCARE specialists say if it 
passes it will have grave consequences not just for the patience they treat but themselves as well. S how 
coulde they not care abo the people that they serve. Everybody with a preexisting condition is waiting 
with bated breath on what's going to happen.  

  View    

  

  
 Nielsen Audience:  19,567     Ad Value:  $200     Calc Ad Value:  $800    
 Calc Publicity Value:  $2,400     Runtime:  2:00      
 

  
  

 17.    KSWB-FOX  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 FOX 5 NEWS AT 10 PM Jul 26 2017 10:00PM PT  

  

  

[10:33:05 PM] [1:55]  The senate blocked the bill to repeal boom care without an immediate 
replacement. Reporter: leaders representing the AMERICAN lung, liver, pediatric and diabetes 
association and the list goes on and on to stand shoulder tohg shoulder to repeal Obama HEALTHCARE. 
It shows you the level of crisis we're facing. Reporter: HEALTHCARE specialists say if this we peel bill 
passes through the republican senate it will have grave consequences not just for the patients they treat 
but focr themselves as well. I ask myself hotgw do these people tgget elected to office? How could they 
have an insurance plan and not care about the people that they serve. I wake up with palpitations. My 

http://67.214.100.182/Player.aspx?ClipId=,S,201707,CEF905A9-8616-44A6-AB3B-23D41C7C1AE6&ReqServer=NDS7/NDS7&QueryName=Manual%20Query&Offset=1862&rai=91629df5-4f88-11d7-80a6-00b0d020616e&ran=bizmedia&roi=91629df5-4f88-11d7-80a6-00b0d020616e&ron=bizmedia&run=&rut=0&E=12gC(7wlH7vlHWJncWIY273D274YHh&Time=12gf(74f(74f(74frj4f(74fr*4f(74fHh&Related=PV_15&pbp=N
http://67.214.100.182/Player.aspx?ClipId=,S,201707,6283FE77-AC72-40A4-B9B6-29F05D04A7CA&ReqServer=NDS7/NDS7&QueryName=Manual%20Query&Offset=4220&rai=91629df5-4f88-11d7-80a6-00b0d020616e&ran=bizmedia&roi=91629df5-4f88-11d7-80a6-00b0d020616e&ron=bizmedia&run=&rut=0&E=12gC(7wlH7vlHWJncWIY273D274YHh&Time=12gf(74f(74f(74frj4f(74fr*4f(74fHh&Related=PV_16&pbp=N
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medications could become out of reach for me. There is still a lot of confusion over exactly what this 
repeal bill will do, but in the last 48 hours these 13 HEALTHCARE providessers agree it is not going to 
keep people safer. If the repeal is approved. The take away is younger people will pay less and older, 
sicker people will pay it's honest to god terrifying because my life is hanging in the balance.  

  View    

  

  
 Nielsen Audience:  30,209     Ad Value:  $900     Calc Ad Value:  $3,450    
 Calc Publicity Value:  $10,350     Runtime:  1:55      
 

  
  

 18.    KGTV-ABC  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 10 NEWS THIS MORNING 4:30 Jul 27 2017 04:30AM PT  

  

  

[4:35:41 AM] [0:20]  What keeps us as a good strong workforce, good people. Rick nash was diagnosed 
with hepatitis c as a child joined big names like the AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY and Susan g komen of 
San Diego and demanding coverts that helps basins. Analysts say this repeal would leave 16 million more 
Americans without insurance.  

  View    

  

  
 Nielsen Audience:  7,981     Ad Value:  $186     Calc Ad Value:  $124    
 Calc Publicity Value:  $372     Runtime:  0:20      
 

  
  

 19.    KGTV-ABC  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 10 NEWS THIS MORNING 5 AM Jul 27 2017 05:00AM PT  

  

  

[5:15:42 AM] [0:20]  San Diego expressed their outrage at various repeal efforts yesterday. What keeps 
us as a good strong workforce, it keeps us as good people. Rick nash, who was diagnosed with hepatitis c 
as a child, joined big names like the AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY and it Susan g komen of San Diego 
demanding coverage that helps patients. Analyst say this skinny repeal would leave 16 million more 
Americans without insurance.  

  View    

  

  
 Nielsen Audience:  11,325     Ad Value:  $225     Calc Ad Value:  $150    
 Calc Publicity Value:  $450     Runtime:  0:20      
 

  
  

 20.    KGTV-ABC  Television   Market: San Diego, CA (28)  
 10 NEWS THIS MORNING 6 AM Jul 27 2017 06:00AM PT  

  

  

[6:30:27 AM] [0:20]  San Diego residents expressing their outrage at various repeal efforts yesterday. 
What keeps us as a good strong workforce, it keeps us as good people. Rick nash who was diagnosed 
with hepatitis c as a child joins big names like the AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY and Susan g komen of 
San Diego in demanding coverage that helps patients.  

  View    

  

  
 Nielsen Audience:  13,284     Ad Value:  $425     Calc Ad Value:  $283    
 Calc Publicity Value:  $850     Runtime:  0:20      
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  Ad Value:  $22,940 
  Calc Ad Value:  $21,433 
  Calc Publicity Value:  $64,297 
  Runtime:  42:20 
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